French
The areas of development are:

Solutions
Fr



recognising, accurately conjugating and using the present tense





conjugating present and future tense verbs from memory





recognising, accurately conjugating and using the past tense to explain
clearly what you did
listening for simple vocabulary and drawing simple conclusions about
what has been heard across a range of themes and topics
reading for simple vocabulary and drawing simple conclusions from
texts across a range of themes and topics
reading for and understanding the main points, details and a range of
opinions as well as complex information and identifying the difference
between present and future events from what has been read
writing simple sentences accurately. Giving simple opinions and using
present and future tenses to convey simple meaning












writing complex passages accurately and creatively including opinions
and extra tenses with detail
completing all extension tasks and writing creatively











practise recognising, conjugating and accurately using regular
present tense verbs and key irregular verbs using Pearson Active
Learn
practise recognising, conjugating and accurately using verbs using
Pearson Active Learn
practise recognising, conjugating and accurately using regular past
tense verbs and key irregular verbs using Pearson Active Learn
practise listening activities using Pearson Active Learn
learn key vocabulary using knowledge organisers
learn key vocabulary for reading activities using knowledge
organisers
practise reading activities using Pearson Active Learn

learn key vocabulary for writing activities using knowledge
organisers
show focus and drive during periods of extended writing
extend basic sentences using connectives and extra tenses found
on knowledge organisers
complete all work expected in lesson and show focus and drive
during lessons



completing home learning exercises, which supports their learning in
lessons and extends their understanding of key vocabulary and
structures



complete home learning exercises, which supports their learning in
class and extends their understanding of key themes and issues
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